
Automated Content Writing 

Writing Workshop 1: 
3 tips to improve automated product copy 
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Today we will discuss three recommendations

• Use the “Analyze” function to understand your structured data
• Vary your texts, especially at the beginning
• Use bullet points to engage the modern reader scanner
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Instantly analyze data to support your 
writing
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Instantly determine data fill rates to support your document planning

The AX Semantics “Analyze” function

Accessible via the Compose tab of the NLG platform, “Analyze” 
helps us to understand the data that supports our writing.

For each data point, we are presented with an array of information 
that includes these three critical items:

● Data type (i.e. “text,” “number”)
● Actual values
● Counts, plus a distribution table and graph

Instantly analyze data to support your document planning
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Instantly determine data fill rates to support your document planning

The AX Semantics “Analyze” function

How does this help with document planning?

● Data type: Am I writing descriptive or comparative 
statements? 

● Actual values: The framework for envisioning my sentences
● Counts, plus distribution table and graph

Instantly analyze data to support your document planning
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The critical importance of initial 
structural variation
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Online users read  Online users scan in an F-shaped pattern.
Repetitive initial structures make the whole document look 
the same! 

Importance of initial structural variation
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Readers punish structural repetition, even when it 
contains word varation

Variation 1 Variation 2 Variation 3

The [Waschfix 2017]

 [offers] 

[cotton, silk, and wool]

[specialized/optimized wash 
cycles].

The [Washfix 2017] 

[gives/offers]

[cotton, silk, and wool]

[their own wash cycles.]

The [Waschfix 2017] 

 [treats]

[cotton, silk, and wool] to

[their own wash cycles.]

Consider the scheme Product x has/can have/offers/gives/treats y for z:

Importance of initial structural variation

Any one of these variations yields an okay standalone sentence. Example: The Waschfix 2017 
gives cotton, silk, and wool their own wash cycles. 
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Readers punish structural repetition, even when it 
contains word varation

But what if you have 10 washing machines to describe?  We have a “Lorem ipsum” effect.  

1. The Washfix 2017 offers cotton, silk, and wool fabrics specialized wash cycles.
2. The Maytag Sparkle gives cotton, silk, and wool fabrics their own wash cycles.
3. The Whirlpool Kleen treats cotton, silk, and wool, to unique wash cycles.
4. The GE Washking offers cotton, silk, and wool fabrics specialized wash cycles.
5. The Home Depot 2017 gives cotton, silk, and wool fabrics their own wash cycles.
6. The LG BigLoad treats cotton, silk, and wool, to unique wash cycles
7. The Viking Suds offers cotton, silk, and wool fabrics specialized wash cycles.
8. The Wahoo Wash gives cotton, silk, and wool fabrics their own wash cycles.
9. The Kenmore Deluxe treats cotton, silk, and wool, to unique wash cycles
10. The Adluh offers cotton, silk, and wool fabrics specialized wash cycles.

Importance of initial structural variation
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Solution 1: Rearrange sentences

Apple builds the top smartphone IPhone X.

The top smartphone IPhone X is built by Apple.

IPhone X is the top smartphone From Apple.

Importance of initial structural variation

Let’s move our nouns around! The structure will follow.
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Importance of initial structural variation

 

Solution 1: Rearrange sentences

Variation 1: The Machine Variation 2: The Fabrics Variation 3: The Feature

The [Waschfix 2017]

 [offers]

 [distinct wash settings] for

[cotton, silk, and wool]

[Cotton, silk, and wool]  fabrics

[each get]

[their own wash settings]

In the [Maytag Sparkle] 

The following [fabric-
specific settings]

[are included] with the

Whirlpool Kleen:

[Cotton, silk, and wool] 
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Solution 2: Change perspective from the product to the 
user

Variation 1: The Machine Variation 2: The Reader

The [Waschfix 2017] 

[offers]

[distinct settings] for

 [cotton, silk and wool].

[Are you looking for a model that] 

[has] 

[separate wash cycles] for

 [cotton, silk, and wool]? 

Then the [Washfix 2017]

 [should be on your short list].

Importance of initial structural variation
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Solution 3: Make use of numerical outliers and contrasts

Importance of initial structural variation

Variation 1

  At [only] [34 grams], the Universal 
Smartphone 2.0 [is the lightest phone 
on the market], [and yet] its 20.3 cm 
screen is [among the largest 
available].

Build “Condition” nodes and “Triggers” in Transform, and use the triggers in Write mode to 
activate the specialized text.
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Does this pass the scan test?

• The Waschfix 2017 offers distinct wash settings for cotton, silk, and wool.

• Cotton, silk, and wool fabrics each get their own wash settings in the Maytag Sparkle.  

• The following fabric-specific settings are included with the Whirlpool Kleen: cotton, silk, and 
wool.

• Are you looking for a model that has separate wash cycles for cotton, silk, and wool? Then 
the G.E. WonderWash should be on your short list.

• With a width of only 26 inches, the Whirlpool Twin is the narrowest stackable washer/dryer set on 
the market today, perfect for tight spots.

Importance of initial structural variation
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How to automate bullet point lists



“
Summary: They don't. People rarely read Web 
pages word by word; instead, they scan the 
page, picking out individual words and 
sentences. 

Jakob Nielsen (1997) 
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How Users Read on the Web

Automating bullet point lists
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What makes a text more scannable?

● First things first in every text, in every 
paragraph, in every sentence.

● Bold
● Short paragraphs - 3-5 lines with 

meaningful subheadings. 
● Represent important things not only 

in the main body of text, but also ...

... in graphics

... in diagrams

... in lists

... in tables

Automating bullet point lists
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Every third online shopper returns goods
A lot is shopped for on the internet, but a lot is also returned. One in three online shoppers returns goods purchased 
online. This is reported by internetworld and is based on a study by novomind.

A high rate of returns is bad for customer satisfaction and results in high costs for shop operators. But why do online 
shoppers not want to keep their purchased goods? Sure, in some cases the products are not perfect. But often the 
descriptions do not correspond to reality, are too short, are hard to read and all in all convey an incomplete or false image 
of the product.

First, write in an easy-to-understand way - use comprehensible language, short sentences, simple words and text 
structures.
This way, every buyer will first comprehend and then buy. You should also make concrete statements in product texts and 
formulate product features as customer benefits without exaggerating. In addition, you should put emphasis to a target 
group-oriented presentation and communication of the contents - this is convincing and eliminates doubts. Pictures 
should be accompanied by a supplementary text to explain the contents that are not visible. SEO and conversion aside - 
you should always stick to the facts.
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Lower the returns rate with better shop texts!

A lot is shopped for on the internet, but a lot is also returned. One in three online shoppers returns goods 
purchased online. This is reported by internetworld and is based on a study by novomind.

A high rate of returns is bad for customer satisfaction and results in high costs for shop operators. But why do 
online shoppers not want to keep their purchased goods? Sure, in some cases the products are not perfect. But 
often the descriptions do not correspond to reality, are too short, are hard to read and all in all convey an 
incomplete or false image of the product.

5 Tips for better Product Descriptions

1. Write in an easy-to-understand way - use comprehensible language, short sentences, simple words 
and text structures. This way, every buyer will first comprehend and then buy.

2. Make concrete statements in product texts and formulate product features as customer benefits 
without exaggerating.

3. Put emphasis on presenting and conveying the content in a way that is appropriate for the target 
group - this is convincing and eliminates doubts.

4. Add a supplementary text to pictures to the contents that are not visible. 
5. Stick to the facts!
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The advantages of bullet point lists in product 
descriptions 

● Lists give structure to the text.
● They generate attention.
● Reader can grasp the most important features at a 

glance Miller’s Law
The number of items a person 
can retain in short-term memory 
is 7 ± 2. 

Automating bullet point lists
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Mention the number of list items - it adds to the 
impact!

5 ways to prepare an omelette 
● Way 1 
● Way 2 
● Way 3 
● Way 4 
● Way 5 

The three most important features: 
● Function 1 
● Function 2 
● Function 3 

Automating bullet point lists
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LIST FUNCTIONS 
count(list)
determines the number of elements in a 
list.

Application: 
count(list($GROUP_features))

["compression straps", "lid pocket", 
"bottom compartment" ] ->

The backpack has these three important features: 
● Compression straps
● Cover bag
● Bottom compartment

Automating bullet point lists
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Sample transitions into bulleted lists

To expound upon a component of a previous 
bulleted list:

When addressing the consumer directly, it might 
sound like this:

The style of the dress is further distinguished by 
three notable features:

- Adjustable neckline

- Fully reversible

- Durable but featherweight

Here are three reasons why this dress should earn 
a spot in your wardrobe: 

- Perfect for any occasion

- Machine washable

- Made in accordance with fair trade principles

Automating bullet point lists



Thank you! 
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